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Phone: 61 425 730 722

Photographer in Melbourne VICDavid Fowler is a passionate, professional

photographer, famous for capturing inspired imagery of weddings, portraits, people

and places. He has a special gift for photographing people at their best and

conveying everyone’s unique story, with a perfect blend of candid and elegant

photography.David's work has taken him all over Australia and much of the world.

Much of it is via referrals from others that have seen or experienced first hand what

it is to have someone that cares about your day and works hard to achieve stunning

results with a minimum of fuss every time. It’s a dedication to the art of

photographing people and consistently impressing all his clients with images and

experiences, beyond the usual. “It’s so refreshing to know someone like David is out

there in this over crowded market.”David can photography your wedding! Together

with a ton of experience, you can plot the perfect day. This should help you relax

and knowing he's there, moving through your day capturing a beautiful blend of

both, natural and elegant moments that reflect the story of your day like no

other.David can take your portrait. Who likes being photographed right? Well, some

people love it, but David really hopes you'll love the experience as much as the

finished product. Whether it's families, couples, kids young or old or corporate

applications of all sorts, you'll benefit from his relaxed, professional approach, that

will bring out your best every time.David can capture your children's image!

Whether you're looking for amazing shots of your kids for the walls or for

Grandparents or Christmas, Mothers or Fathers Day, it starts with them relaxing
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with me and enjoying the actual shoot. Once they relax the fun begins and with me

dagging about, it generally brings out their best. Working quickly and having ton of

fun on the shoot are the keys to capturing those forever 'wow' factor shots.
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